CURREY & COMPANY TO UNVEIL COMPLETED
RENOVATION & EXPANSION PROJECT AT HIGH POINT SHOWROOM
Currey & Company is thrilled to announce the completion of the 4,400 square-foot
expansion and renovation of the High Point showroom. Opening just in time for market,
the new and improved showroom reflects the company’s mission to create spaces that
beautifully display our product line and reflect its unique take on “Southern Hospitality”
with areas designed for socializing and entertaining.
Located on the first level of the IHFC main building, Currey & Company’s showroom has
long served as home base for the company and High Point Market attendees alike. Now
totaling 16,000 square feet of space, the showroom will be able to accommodate
increased numbers of guests and showcase more products.
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In addition to the expansion, the showroom also underwent an in-depth renovation, which
included updates to almost every technical and aesthetic aspect of the space. Many areas
received new tile or hardwood flooring and the walls were all freshly painted.

New

amenities include the addition of a second bar area as well as several back offices to hold
meetings and process orders. Customers may also enter the showroom through two

additional entrances, one of which opens directly onto Wrenn Street. It is interesting to
note that we thought long and hard about what was appropriate for this original 1920 High
Point market building, and tried to follow a historical perspective in our renovation. Some
fun facts about our showroom expansion are:


3,000 square feet of repurposed wood flooring



2,300 square feet of porcelain tiles



2 brand new 8’ x 10’ street windows



500 electrical outlets



168 electrical circuits



40 plus gallons of paint

“We’re very proud to unveil the latest update to our High Point showroom because it
represents our continued commitment to providing our customers not only with an
incredible product line but a visually stunning way to experience it,” stated Brownlee
Currey, Currey & Company president. “The updated space represents Currey & Company’s
ability to marry design, functionality and partnership, and none of it would have been
possible without our staff and vendors working in tandem to create a space that advances
the way our customers interact with us at High Point.”
Serving customers in an exemplary manner is so important to Currey & Company that it
has been part of our mission statement since 1988. The company looks forward to
continuing its commitment to remaining the go-to luminary for design, inspiration and
information for the home furnishings communities.

